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Abstract  

A lot of work has been carried out by many Igbo scholars in the past on Igbo 
proverbs. The works characterized between definition of the concept and 
collection and documentation of many Igbo proverbs of which the most recent 
is Kanu (2005:13-65) about 500 selected African proverbs in English medium. 
No clear-cut work of this nature has been done on Igbo proverbs. This paper, 
therefore, aims at filling this gap and contributing to existing discussions and 
expositions on Igbo proverbs. However, it is necessary to quickly note here 
that this study coins its topics from Alamu’s (2008) Humour in Yoruba 
proverbs.  

 
In the Igbo context, many people use proverbs to demonstrate or illustrate their 

freelance in speech. This makes proverb to be ascribed many meanings by many 
scholars. To Achebe (1958), proverb is the oil with which the Igbo eat speech while 
Emenanjo (1989) sees proverbs as the remnant of speech after the speech style. 
Whatever definition is given to proverb, it is appropriate and suitable to consider the 
context and its functions to the language and culture of the people.  

To this end proverb is a coded speech that eclipse the speech which after being 
decoded reveals the actual meaning of the speech. For more illustration, let us consider 
the following examples glossed in a tabular form:   
 
Proverb        Normal Speech  
Ehi enweghi odu chi ya na-achuru   Onye enweghi onye enyemaka na-enweta 
ya ijiji      enyemaka n’aka  chukwu  
 
Cow that does not have tail, its God He who has no helper receives help from  
drives flies for it.     God  
 
(God keeps away flies from the  
tailless cow.) 
 

This receives the support of Alamu (2008) who defined proverb as brief 
epigrammatic sayings that have been turned ingeniously into maxims with ethical 
emphasis. He further concluded that proverbs are short and cleverly sayings that 
expresses an idea cleverly in a few words.  
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 Coming to the Igbo Society, the importance of proverbs cannot be 
overemphasized as they permeate all strata of Igbo life and thought. In the Igbo society, 
proverbs are highly revered and taken as the language of the elders who by virtue of 
their agedness have become too close to the ancestors and have become too familiar 
with the Igbo customs and traditions. Besides, they must have the mastery of Igbo 
language which is the major prerequisite of using the proverbs effectively to express 
themselves.    
 
 Virtually all the strata of Igbo life and thought are dominated by proverbs. The 
proverbs by their nature refer directly or indirectly to the complex problems of human 
endeavour be they life, death, joy, sorrow, fate, etc. Besides, proverbs are used to 
convey ideas completely in the form of rules and norms from certain actions in life and 
peaceful co-existence. The Igbo therefore, take proverbs as witty sayings essentially 
made exclusively for the consumption of the wise, hence the saying in Igbo proverbs. 
  

Onye a tuoro ilu kowaa ya ego e ji luo nne ya lara okporo (if you make a 
proverb to somebody and at the same time explains it to him, the bride price paid on his 
mother is in vain) another proverb in Igbo that supports this claim is:  
‘a tuoro Omara O mara, a tuoro ofeke O feba n’ohia’  
(if you make a proverb to a wise person, he will understand but to a foolish person, he 
will fly into a bush) 
 
 In Igbo proverbs, messages whose verbal skill has the power to create fun could 
be passed. In other words, while such proverbs still retain their sensibility, which is 
their primary aim, they are still intended to evoke laughter or create amusement. Such 
proverbs have the quality of creating fun without having the opportunity of losing its 
initial lesson. From this write up, considering the weight of humour found in Igbo 
proverbs, one can be forced to conclude that one of the specific features of the Igbo 
people is their sense of humour. The Igbo have demonstrated this in many aspects of 
their lives such as during the moonlight and in their day-to-day activities which range 
between folktales, indoor and outdoor games, wresting etc. the tales and oral literature 
of the Igbo people have been interestingly  embellished with humour which the 
audience enjoy where they are being performed.  
 

Consequently, one can deduce that humour is one of the outstanding 
characteristics of the Igbo life. Humour is a direct expression of the thought of the Igbo 
people. In a write up of this nature, the writer will select as many proverbs as possible 
as and classify them according to the nature of their rendition such as declarative, 
interrogative and imperative sentences for easy analysis. Besides, the writer will equally 
like to translate them into English for more understanding. To do this effectively, the 
writer will employ caution not to allow them miss inherent meaning as seen in their 
original form.  
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Parodic Igbo Proverbs in Declarative Sentences 
There are evidence of declarative statements or expressions in some humorous 

proverbs in Igbo. As exemplified in the following proverbs:  
i. Onye a na-awa ibi, utu na-eteli ya, udele na-akpo ya oku n’ajo Ohia (One who 

is to be operated of a swollen scrotum and at the same time his penis is 
erecting, vulture is calling him in the evil forest).  

ii. ‘Mpere si na ihe mere ya na-efe n’abali  bu na ya joro oke njo ife n’ehihe’ (The 
bat says that why he flies about at night is because he knows he is too ugly  to 
fly by day).  

iii. Ego agadi nwanyi dika amu Okokpa, anaghi ahu ya anya ma a na-eji ya eme 
ihe’ (An old woman’s money is like the penis of a cock; never seen but 
frequently used) 
 
Proverb (i) is characterized by a lucid account of the general belief of the Igbo 

about the evil effect of stubbornness and lack of self-control. You can never eat your 
cake and at the same time have it. The message deduced from this proverb is that no 
person does two things at the same time otherwise one thing is bound to suffer neglect. 
This fact is being corroborated with another Igbo proverb that says: ‘Onye ulo ya na-
agba oku anaghi achu oke (one whose house is on fire does not run after rats). You must 
place more premium on a particular thing at a particular time if you want to achieve 
tremendous  success.  

 
Proverb (ii) points to ego realism. A true Igbo man does not fake his personality but 

believes in nature. The lesson in this proverb is that subscription to nature is ultimately 
more glorifying. The Igbo believe that the best evaluation in a free society is self 
evaluation. This is why an ugly person should know he is ugly and knows where and 
when he is needed or expected to appear.  

 
 Proverb (iii) points to the philosophy which says that it is an empty barrel that 
makes noise. A typical Igbo man does not make noise because ‘action speaks louder 
than voice’. In addition to the humour in the above proverbs, they also show certain 
degree of constraint, discipline, self-control and content. There are other forms in which 
humour in Igbo proverbs can be expressed. This is characterized between insistence, 
constancy and continuity on one hand and destiny, fate, insignificance and fickle-
mindedness on the other hand. There is a general belief amongst the Igbo that events 
occur when they are premonished. This is to say that whatever happens to man is equal 
to man and cannot be avoided. Another feature is undue repetitions that call for 
concern. An average Igbo man does not believe in indiscriminate exhibitions of deed or 
excessive conduct but rather proportional way of life. Besides, triviality is highly 
discouraged in Igbo cosmology. These are some of the proverb that lay credence to the 
above claims, though, which are expressed in interrogative statements.          
v. Agbaa mbu o tu n’ogwe, agbaa abuo, o tu n’ogwe, o buzi ogwe ka apiara aku? 

(when a shot is fired first , it hits the stem, when fired the second time, it hits 
the stem, was the arrow carved for the stem?) 

Parody in... 
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vi. O nwere onye riwara elu siwe mmiri n’oku ka o ga-abu, o daa elu, eji mmiri 
oku ahu sowa ya. (Can someone climb a tree and at the same time boil a hot 
water, should he fall, the hot water will be used to massage him?)  

vii. Onye oku na’agba n’ulo ya; O na’achu oke? (One whose house is ablaze, does 
he chase rat?)  

viii. Nti na-anu ihe, o na-aha ka okpu aka? (Ear that hears something, does it be as 
big as a palm?)  

 
Considering the above proverbs, an attempt is made to analyse them thus: The message 
in proverb ‘v’ is simple, no one claims mistake of deeds in two consecutive actions, 
hence another Igbo proverb which says:  
ix. Amaghi ama anaghi abu n’onu mma abuo (Mistake does not occur in two 
matchet cuts).  
 In proverbs (vi) somebody is destined to suffer any curse. Curse is not self-
acclaimed or a will-power of any person but rather a pre-destination or a premonition. 
Whatever happens to a man is taking by fate. 
 In proverb (vii) it is well understood that triviality and fickle-mindedness have 
no place of abode in Igbo cosmology, hence this popular chant in Igbo oral literature.  
x. ‘Onye suwa achara, onye suwa onye akpola ibe ya onye nkoli’ (let all hands be 
on deck, let no one call one another a prisoner). It is this industry and busy-mindedness 
that the Igbo culture extols.  

In proverb (viii) nti (ear) here should stand for hearing and understanding. Ear 
and head are inseparable parts of the body. They work in peripersue.  
 In the discussion of the concept of wisdom and knowledge as regards the role 
of ‘nti’ (ear), it is believed that one’s ‘nti’ plays a crucial role in one’s choice of destiny, 
hence this Igbo proverbs:  
xi. Ijiji anaghi, anu ihe na-eso ozu ala n’ili’ (fly that does not hear  follows the 
corpse to the grave) in proverbs (viii), the size of one’s ear according to the Igbo, 
therefore does not determine one’s level of wisdom, knowledge and understanding 
neither does it determine one’s success in life.  
 In the above Igbo proverbs, the writer vividly discovered evidence of 
interrogative statements expressed in the form of rhetoric questions employed to drive 
home a moralizing point. In this pattern, an assertion is made in the sentence proceeding 
the follow-up question from where judgment is automatically passed. The last but not 
the least form of proverbs in which the basic humour in Igbo is expressed are the ones 
expressed in imperative statements otherwise called command. These proverbs, though 
humorous highlights mostly on justice and equity, gallantry, self-reliance, transparence 
and content. The Igbo are in the vanguard of advocating that whoever wants justice 
should have equity. They also believe in self-prowess, self-reliance and transparence in 
their day-to-day activities. All these beliefs featured very prominently in their proverbs. 
Let me consider some of them especially those expressed in imperative.  
xii. ‘Egbe bere, ugo bere, nke si ibe ya ebela nku kwaa ya’ (let the kite perch, let 

the eagle perch, whichever refuses the other to perch should have the wing 
withered).  
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xiii. ‘Tupuru nkita okpukpu n’ezi ma hapuzie ogu ya na ndi mmuo’ (Throw a bone 
out for the dog and forget about its contest with the spirit).  

xiv. ‘Akpala nwa agu aka n’odu, ma o di ndu ma o nwuru anwu’ (Never touch a 
tiger at the tail whether life or death).  

xv. “wepu aka enwe n’ofe tupu o buru aka mmadu’ (Remove the hand of a monkey 
from the soup less it become the hand of a human being).  

xvi. ‘Ka ukwu ha nwaanyi ya kugide di ya’ (Not minding the size of the woman’s 
leg, let she likewise place it on her husband).  
In this, one could see after considering all the above claims concerning the Igbo 

beliefs that proverbs xii – xvi stand out very clear to buttress those claims.  
 
Conclusion  

This paper has attempted an analysis of humour in Igbo proverbs. It has 
observed that some Igbo concepts about certain situation in life which are firmly 
attached to their proverbs are humorously impressed on people’s mind.  

But it has been observed that while such proverbs are used and they induce 
laughter, they still extricate wisdom and profound thought. Since humour is a universal 
phenomenon, the Igbo appreciate it and are therefore able to see it within their 
environment and generate it not only for amusement but for social, economic and 
psychological protection. The main thing found interesting in the use of the proverbs is 
that they are being expressed in three major statements namely the simple declarative 
statement, the interrogative  statement and the imperative statement and each of these 
statements has a fascinating message inherent in it which it shares with other forms of 
statement.     
 
Recommendation  
Having seen the importance of proverbs in the day-to-day activities and lives of the 
Igbo; this paper recommends the following: 
- The study of proverbs should be extracted from oral literature  and made  a full-

fledged course.  
- There should be a course entitled “The theory and practice of proverbs” just as 

we have “Theory and Practice of Translation” where the study of proverbs 
should be given absolute attention by the students of Igbo language and culture 
and other scholars of Igbo extraction.  

- The study of Igbo proverbs as a course of itself should be introduced in the 
educational curriculum and made compulsory to the students.  This will 
motivate and enhance the proficient use of proverbs by the students for the 
purpose of unquantifiable linguistic and cultural benefits found in the efficient 
use of proverbs.  
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